
#2233 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S. 
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes, 
part 492, The Pale Horse, (lxxxix), The United States of America as the Pale Horse Rider: 
Review (of the content, but not the title) of Unsealing #2218 
 
 
Review (from Unsealing #2210): The United States of America as the primary pale horse rider 
assassin of the pale horse riders. Because (i) Alexander Kerensky’s democratic Provisional 
Government symbolized – and represented prophetically – the democracy of the United States in 
the first Russian revolution of 1917 that overthrew the Tsarist Russian Empire, and because (ii) 
the entry of the United States of America into World War I led to the Allied victory and the 
demise of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire, and because (iii) the entry of the United States into 
World War II led to the demise of Germany’s Third Reich, the United States of America can be 
considered the ultimate and primary assassin of the three Pale Horse Riders. 

The Pale slaying of Germany 
 

The Pale slaying of Nazi Germany in World 
War II is represented by the Allies slaying 

Nazi Germany, a Pale Horse Rider in the Pale 
of Settlement against the Jews. 

The Pale slaying of Russia 
 

The Pale slaying of the tsarist Russian 
Empire in World War I by Alexander 
Kerensky’s democratic Provisional 

Government (Kerensky is pictured in front 
of the Pale) is represented and symbolized 

by the Kerensky government officially 
“ending” the Pale of Settlement on April 2, 
1917, the day of U.S. President Woodrow 

Wilson’s war message to Congress.

The Pale slaying of Austria 
 

The Pale slaying of the  
Austrian-Hungarian Empire  

in World War I is symbolized by  
the Pale assassination of  

Archduke Franz Ferdinand. 
 [Trifko Grabez was from Pale, Bosnia.] 
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Key Understanding #1: America as the primary pale horse rider. As the primary Pale Horse 
Rider assassin/slayer of the three Pale Horse Riders – Germany, Austria, and Russia – the 
United States of America is itself the primary Pale Horse Rider, representing Death, with 
Hell following, who was given power over the fourth part of the earth.  
 
Key Understanding #2: Death, with Hell following, for Nazi Germany, Austria, and Russia. 
We will be returning to this Unsealing and its prophetic point in upcoming Unsealing #2233 
[added note: which is this Unsealing], that just as the three (former) ‘Christian’ Holy 
Alliance nations of Prussia (Germany), Austria, and Russia were Pale Horse Riders 
bringing Death, with Hell following, to Jews (representing the Lord’s righteous “his blood 
be on us, and on our children” judgment through unrighteous sword-bearing instruments 
of judgment), the Lord, in turn, used the United States of America as an unrighteous 
sword-bearing Pale Horse Rider to bring Death, with Hell following, in the respective 
judgments upon Prussia (Germany), Austria, and Russia. For example, and to begin to 
make it more clear, one – but only one – aspect of the understanding of America being a Pale 
Horse Rider is that its ascension through the events of World Wars I and II represented (as 
can be seen in the depiction above) Death, with Hell following, for Austria’s Archduke 
Franz Ferdinand and Emperor Franz Joseph in World War I, for Tsar Nicholas II in 
World War I, and for Adolf Hitler in World War II. To properly extend that 
understanding (and again this is one – but only one – aspect of the understanding), for all of 
those dying in World War I who had hearts aligned with the German, Austrian, and 
Russian (former Holy Alliance) empires, and for those dying in World War II who had 
hearts aligned with Hitler’s Nazi Germany, their deaths at the hands of the Pale Horse 
Rider United States were Deaths with Hell following. 
 
We will return to this concept in Unsealings #2232–#2233 [added note: which we have now 
done], but first let’s once again incorporate into the picture the understanding of the New 
World being the fourth part of the world. 
 

 
 

Revelation 6:8 (KJV) And I looked, and behold A PALE HORSE: and his name that 
sat on him was DEATH, AND HELL followed with him. And power was given unto 

them over THE FOURTH PART OF THE EARTH, to kill (i) with sword, and (ii) with 
hunger, and (iii) with death, and (iv) with the beasts of the earth. 
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